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At the end of  October last year the boys seem all grown up, I was planting 
trees in the corners of  my fields and they were joining me to see what was 
going on. Walter was rather scared of  me in my waterproofs with sticks 
protruding from my bright pink wheelbarrow... poor boy I think I would 
be scared too.  

It was just about this time that Desmond was missing one morning as 
I looked out I could see everyone else but no Desmond...as I normally 
do I had catastrophised the whole senario in about 30 seconds and was 
convinced I would find him dead somewhere.  

October - Sheep



 I ran out in the pouring rain to search for him souring every field as I 
went and getting increasingly more concerned, imagining all sorts of  
horrors as I do. Finally in the field furthest away from the house I spotted 
something moving in the hedge and there he was completely entangled 
in the brambles. Like most sheep he must have struggled for a while and 
then gave up, I have found they have a tendancy to just give up and accept 
their fate even if  it is not their time.  Someone once said to me that they 
were convinced their sheep would have a discussion in the morning to 
plan what they were going to die of  today...they do tend to get themselves 
in trouble.  However far from being stupid (as they are often labled) I 
find them to be particularly inquisitive, leading them into trouble all to 
often.   Thankfully I was able to untangle him and he returned to the flock 
uninjured (and not very thankful)



 
Our beautiful collie cross Saus struggles at this time of  year... she has 
the most amazing hearing but with that comes oversensitivity to all the 
noises of  the world.  Whilst we live 1/4 of  a mile from our nearest 
neighbour and the nearest village is nearly 2 miles away she can still hear 
the fireworks, she shakes, shivers and she is completely unconsolable, we 
have tried pretty much everything except sedating her.  I am not a fan 
of  fireworks for lots of  reasons, I have seen rockets land in fields and 
terrify horses who have gone on to injured themselves and many dogs and 
cats injured or scared into dangerous situations by them.  However the 
fireworks are only part of  the problem her hearing means that even the 
sound of  the rain on the conservatory roof  is enough to make her hide 
under a table.  She tries to escape to safety (me) but if  I am out she has 
been known to escape from the house and take herself  off  down the road 
on more than one occassion being picked up by a stranger and thankkfully 
taken in, on these occassions I have been beside myself  with worry for her 
but have very fortunately always been able to find her via the wonders of  
social media and bring her safely back home.

She is 8 now called Sausage because that is the way she looked when I 
first met her as an hours old pup, we thought she was blind in one eye 
but in fact it turned out to be one blue eye. She reminds me very much 
of  a previous dog I had called Sukie who left me far too early she was 
tan and white with almost identical markings to Saus I once wished that 
I could meet her again and maybe I have in Saus. I have heard that it was 
thought this anomoly meant they have one eye on earth and the other in 
heaven. She is my constant compainion, loving nothing more that having 
something thrown for her over and over again or snugglin up to me on the 
sofa. They bring such joy to our lives dont they...

Sausage the Dog



The storm passes quicker we you are next to me



Apart from Herring Gulls all of  the wildlife I cared for have now left.  I 
had the joy of  meeting a couple of  Manx Shearwaters who had got in to 
difficulties and needed feeding up by one of  our rehabilitators which was a 
highlight of  my month.

The one Herring Gull who returns most days is still around, I am glad that 
she has the blue colour ring number W535 so that I can be certain it is the 
same bird,  I am currently exploring names for her as she seems to be a 
bit of  a permenant fixture at Hillside Farm.  She drops in just before feed 
time now and if  I am late she is waiting on the chimney pot or the top of  
the shed roof.  Since the clocks have changed I thought it would throw her 
out of  sinc for a while but no after two days she got that the routine had 
changed and dropped in this evening at 4.50 just in time for the evening 
feed.

The Jackdaws are maintaining a distance of  at least a field from me now 
and if  I spot them they disappear, but I know they return for food as I 
have caught them on my wildlfie camera trap.

Unfortunately I have also attacted more rats and whilst I know they 
are also wildlife they are increadibly destructive and I would rather not 
encourage them. I am therefore leaving food out for 1 hour and removing 
any left overs.  All my feed is kept in metal bins and I know the only way 
to get rid of  unwanted wildlife is to remove the food source, so I will be 
tightening up all of  my feeding ragimes as yet again they found it easy to 
out wit this human!

Wildlife Rehabilitating





Bird of  the Month
October 



The Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo



Cormorants are another much maligned bird a familiar sight local to me 
in Cornwall on coastal rocky outcrops and on inland lakes.  They are 
not at risk in terms of  conservation at the moment and have recovered 
having been categorised as Amber on the Conservation list in 2007. There 
is Fossil evidence from c. 500,000 yrs ago and they were recorded in 
Medieval times. The name is Latinised Ancient Greek, phalakros, “bald” 
and korax, “raven”, and carbo is Latin for “charcoal”

Blamed by anglers and fisheries for reduced fish stocks but like the 
majority of  birds in the UK they are protected and a licence has to be 
obtained to control their numbers under very special circumstances.  They 
feed on fish caught by diving, primarily Wrasses and sea eels choosing 
larger fish in the winter as more energy is required due to the cold. Unlike 
many seabirds their plumage is not thought to be waterproof, which is 
why they are often seen on rocks with wings stretched out to dry.  “The 
structure of  cormorant and Anhinga feathers decreases buoyancy and 
thus facilitates underwater pursuit of  fishes. Hence their plumage is not 
water-repellent, but “wettable.” It has been suggested that the function of  
the spread-wing postures in these birds is to dry the wings after wetting. 
Biologists once thought that deficient production of  oils from the preen 
gland necessitate wing-drying behaviors. We now know, however, that the 
degree of  waterproofing of  feathers is primarily due to their microscopic 
structure, not to their being oiled. In addition to helping wing feathers 
to dry, other suggested functions for these postures include regulating 
body temperature (“thermoregulation”), realigning of  feathers, forcing 
parasites into motion to ease their removal, and helping the perched bird 
to balance.” Standford University 

About Cormorants





They are large birds at a length of  90cm with a Wingspan of  145cm and 
weighing around 2-2.5 kg the Male being heaviest. They only have one 
brood each year, I am lucky enough to be able to see them nesting of  
the north coast here in Cornwall, they have 3-4  eggs with an incubation 
period of  28 - 31 days and fledging period of  48 - 52 days, the maximum 
age from ringing (BTO) is 21 years 6 months 21 days (set in 1984). 
However their typical life span is 11 years breeding at 3. In stormy spring 
weather their nests are occasionally sadly destroyed as they are often 
placed on exposed rocks and vulnerable to the gale force winds.

Many seabirds including Cormorants have their own desalinization 
systems they have salt glands that lie in shallow depressions in or above 
the eye sockets, for this reason if  they are in captivity for any length of  
time they require salt supplements. Some cormorant species have been 
found, to dive to depths of  as much as 45 metres

Some collective terms for Cormorants are A flight, a gulp, a sunning and a 
swim.





Poetry

My favourite lines from a few poems

From Cormorants by Mary Oliver

“All afternoon the sea was a muddle of  birds, 
black and spiky, 
long-necked, slippery.” 
...
“I dream at night 
of  the birds, of  the beautiful, dark seas 
they push through.”

From A Cormorant by Ted Hughes this is my favourite part which 
describes them so perfectly

“He sheds everything from his tail end
Except fish-action, becomes fish,

Disappears from bird,
Dissolving himself

Into fish, so dissolving fish naturally
Into himself. Re-emerges, gorged,

Himself  as he was, and escapes me.
Leaves me high and dry in my space-armour,

A deep-sea diver in two inches of  water.”



The first verse of  Poem On His Birthday by Dylan Thomas

In the mustardseed sun,
By full tilt river and switchback sea
Where the cormorants scud,
In his house on stilts high among beaks
And palavers of  birds
This sandgrain day in the bent bay’s grave
He celebrates and spurns
His driftwood thirty-fifth wind turned age;
Herons spire and spear.

You can hear him read the rest of  the poem here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEz0FbnniwI


Moonlight on the Bosphorus by Victor Hugo

( “ La lune etait sereine. “ )

Bright shone the merry moonbeams dancing o’er the wave;
At the cool casement, to the evening breeze flung wide,
Leans the Sultana, and delights to watch the tide,
With surge of  silvery sheen, yon sleeping islets lave.

From her hand, as it falls, vibrates the light guitar.
She listens — hark! that sound that echoes dull and low.
Is it the beat upon the Archipelago
Of  some long galley’s oar, from Scio bound afar?

Is it the cormorants, whose black wings, one by one,
Cut the blue wave that o’er them breaks in liquid pearls?
Is it some hovering sprite with whistling scream that hurls
Down to the deep from yon old tower a loosened stone?

Who thus disturbs the tide near the seraglio?
‘Tis no dark cormorants that on the ripple float,
‘Tis no dull plunge of  stone — no oars of  Turkish boat,
With measured beat along the water creeping slow.

‘Tis heavy sacks, borne each by voiceless dusky slaves;
And could you dare to sound the depths of  yon dark tide,
Something like human form would stir within its side.
Bright shone the merry moonbeams dancing o’er the wave.





Many cultures consider cormorants a symbol of  nobility and indulgence. 
In more recent history, the cormorant is considered a good luck charm for 
fishermen, or a talisman that will bring a fisherman a bountiful catch.
                         
In some Scandinavian areas, they are considered good omen; in particular, 
in Norwegian tradition spirits of  those lost at sea come to visit their 
loved ones disguised as cormorants. In North Norway, cormorants 
are traditionally seen as semi-sacred. However the cormorant is also a 
traditional game bird. Each year approximately 10,000 cormorants are shot 
to be eaten. In Norwegian myths and folklore, three cormorants flying 
together are said to be carrying messages and warnings from the dead and 
they are considered to be good luck when they gather in a village. 

In Ireland and some other places, seeing a cormorant perched on top of  a 
church steeple is a warning of  bad luck to come.

The cormorant was chosen as the emblem for the Ministry of  Defence 
Joint Services Command and Staff  College at Shrivenham. A bird 
famed for flight, sea fishing and land nesting was felt to be particularly 
appropriate for a college that unified leadership training and development 
for the Army, Navy and Royal Air Force.

 

Folklore





In Homer’s epic poem The Odyssey, Odysseus (Ulysses) is saved by a 
compassionate sea nymph who takes the form of  a cormorant.

The (now obsolete) word “cormorous” means greedy, insatiable, ravenous. 
Shakespeare uses the word “cormorant” in four plays, as a synonym for 
“voracious.” 

In the opening statement of  Love’s Labour’s Lost (Act 1 Scene 1), 
Ferdinand speaks of  why he wants to make the oath to study and forgo 
base pleasures. He says

Let fame, that all hunt after in their lives,
Live register’d upon our brazen tombs
And then grace us in the disgrace of  death;
When, spite of  cormorant devouring Time,
The endeavor of  this present breath may buy
That honour which shall bate his scythe’s keen edge
And make us heirs of  all eternity.

Also 

On San Nicolas Island off  the southern coast of  California in 1853, a 
woman wearing a dress made of  cormorant feathers was found. She had 
sewn the feather dress together using whale sinews. She is known as the 
Lone Woman of  San Nicolas and was later baptised “Juana Maria”. The 
woman had lived alone on the island for 18 years before being rescued. 
She kept her a green cormorant dress and is reported to have been 
removed to the Vatican.

Literature





Cormorants feature in heraldry and medieval ornamentation, usually in 
their “wing-drying” pose, which was seen as representing the Christian 
cross, and symbolizing nobility and sacrifice. 

Cormorants are mentioned a number of  times in the Bible

Leviticus 11:17-20 “And the little owl, and the cormorant, and the great 
owl,  And the swan, and the pelican, and the gier eagle, And the stork, the 
heron after her kind, and the lapwing, and the bat. All fowls that creep, 
going upon all four, shall be an abomination unto you” put the cormorant 
on the “unclean” list 

Isaiah 34:11 “But the cormorant and the bittern shall possess it; the owl 
also and the raven shall dwell in it: and he shall stretch out upon it the line 
of  confusion, and the stones of  emptiness.”

The Cormorant appears in Miltons Paradise lost vi 

Satan now approaches Eden, which is surrounded by a great thicket wall. 
He easily leaps over it like a wolf  entering a sheep’s pen. Inside he sees 
an idyllic world, with all varieties of  animals and trees. He can see the 
tallest of  the trees, the Tree of  Life—and next to it, the forbidden Tree 
of  Knowledge. He perches himself  on the Tree of  Life, disguised as a 
cormorant, a large sea bird. Finally, he notices two creatures walking erect 
among the other animals. They walk naked without shame, and work 
pleasantly, tending the garden. Satan’s pain and envy intensifies as he sees 
this new beautiful race, created after he and his legions fell. He could 
have loved them, but now, his damnation will be revenged through their 
destruction.  

Biblical 





The Spectacled cormorant (Phalacrocorax perspicillatus), a large, nearly 
flightless seabird lived on a few remote islands at the western end of  the 
Aleutian chain. First identified in 1741 by the naturalist George Steller, 
who travelled with the explorer Vitus Bering on his voyage of  exploration 
and discovery of  Alaska. 

Steller discovered the large, black birds while shipwrecked on a tiny 
island in the western Aleutians. This island was later named Bering Island 
because Vitus Bering and many of  his crew died there during the long 
winter after the shipwreck. In midwinter, the stranded sailors, Steller 
among them, began killing the slow-moving and unwary cormorants for 
food. Steller wrote, “They weighed 12-14 pounds, so that one single bird 
was sufficient for 3 starving men.” Like other cormorants, the spectacled 
cormorant fed on fish. 

Steller was the only naturalist to see the spectacled cormorant alive. Others 
learned of  the species through Steller’s writing and brought specimens 
into museums in 1837. The population of  spectacled cormorants declined 
quickly as whalers, fur traders and Aleut Natives (brought to Bering Island 
by the Russian-American Company) killed the birds for food and feathers. 
By 1850, fewer than 100 years after Steller first saw these seabirds, the 
spectacled cormorant became extinct. Steller’s records, six specimens, and 
two skeletons are the only evidence that this species existed fewer than 200 
years ago.  

Spectacled Cormorant





Aesops Fable

The Cormorant and the Fishes
 
A Cormorant, whose eyes were become so dim with age that he could 
not discern his prey at the bottom of  the waters, thought of  a strategy 
to supply his wants. He told a Gudgeon he had seen swimming near the 
surface of  a canal, That if  he cared for himself  or his friends he should 
leave immediately as the owner was determined to drag it in a weeks time.  
The Gudgeon immediately swam away, and told of  this terrible news to a 
general assembly of  the Fishes, who unanimously agreed to send him back 
as their ambassador to the Cormorant. He was to return him their thanks 
for the intelligence, and to thank him for being so good as to inform them 
of  their danger, they would be pleased if  he could tell them of  a way of  
escaping it. The Cormorant said that they only have to collect themselves 
together at the top of  the water, and he would transport them, one by one, 
to his own residence, at the side of  a solitary pool, to which no creature 
but himself  ever found the way.
The project was approved by the unwary Fishes, and with great expedition 
performed by the deceitful Cormorant; who having placed them in a 
shallow piece of  water, the bottom of  which his eyes could easily discern, 
they were all devoured by him in turn, as his hunger or luxury required.

Moral:  Know your enemy and 



The Bat, the Bramble, and the Cormorant

A Bat, a Bramble, and a Cormorant went into partnership and decieded 
to go on a trading voyage together. The Bat borrowed a sum of  money 
for his venture; the Bramble laid in a stock of  clothes of  various kinds; 
and the Cormorant took a quantity of  Brass, they set out to sea. A great 
storm came and their boat with all the cargo sank, but the three travellers 
managed to reach land. 

Ever since then the Cormorant flies to and fro over the sea, and every 
now and then dives below the surface, looking for the brass he lost.  The 
Bat is so afraid of  meeting his creditors that he hides away by day and only 
comes out at night to feed.  The Bramble catches hold of  the clothes of  
every one who passes by, hoping some day to recognise and recover the 
his lost garments.

Moral: All men are more concerned to recover what they lose than to 
acquire what they lack.



The  aim  of   this  project  is  to  research  a  different  bird  each 
month, gathering poetry, songs, facts, stories and information to  further  
understand,  discover  and  share  ways  in  which  we can help them in the 
wild.  Also to document the passing of  time at Hillside Farm.

More  of   my  work  can  be  found  on  my  website  including greetings 
cards, prints, printmaking and original drawings and paintings.

http://www.suzysharpeartist.com


There is so much we can do for our much maligned birds.  Education 
is the key.   We all need to engage with the misinfomation, reduce 
scaremongering with knowledgable accurate information
.   

1. Join conservation groups
2. Support Charities who protect habitat and wildlife
3. Encourage good practice in farming, fishing and land management
5. Sign petitions to protect Birds
6. Share your love of  wildlife with friends and family
7. Sign petitions to end persecution and improve understanding
8.Dispell the harmful myths 

Some links for further information:-
British Trust for Ornothology

RSPB
Birdlife

The Wildlife Trusts
The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust

West Cornwall Wildlife Volunteers

https://www.bto.org/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/
http://www.birdlife.org/
https://westcornwallwildlifevolunteers.wordpress.com/


See you in next time...

If you would like to see some more of my work including original 
paintings, drawings, printmaking, past ebooks and greetings cards 

please visit my website www.suzysharpe.co.uk

https://www.suzysharpeartist.com

